
Revision Guide 

This documents contains three parts: part I addresses the comments from the referees and 

our comments to them including our changes on the manuscript. Part II starting at page 26 

contains the marked-up manuscript that compares the current revision to the initially 

submitted manuscript and part III beginning at page 59 contains supplementary material to 

the article.  

 

1. Point-by-point reply to the comments.  

We thank the referees for their comments on the paper. We thank both referees for the 

language corrections and agree with them for a need to rephrase. We would like to respond 

on the comments. For clarification remarks of referee #1 are formatted in blue italic, 

referee’s #2 comments are formatted in orange italic, while our comments are formatted in 

black. Changes on the manuscript are formatted in black italic. 

We edited our manuscript and believe we were capable of significantly raising its scientific 

quality. 

 

Since comment (i) by referee #1 and some comments by referee #2 mention similar topics, 

we reply on both comments at the same time. 

(i) The manuscript could be improved by clearly stating that a) lateral snow redistribution 

processes are either gravitationally or wind induced, b) these processes can either be 

modelled process-oriented or empirically, and c) You concentrate on wind-induced snow 

redistribution by means of an empirical approach. You should then extend Your literature and 

state-of-the-art review with relevant papers on exactly this (e.g., Helfricht et al. 2012, Dadic 

et al. 2010 etc. Base of all is Winstral and Marks (2002) and Winstral et al. (2002)). 

The “snow towers “ in RR models is a very common problem, and, at the catchment scale, the 

usual way to address this has been to look at the input: too heavy precipitation gradient with 

altitude and/or too negative temperature gradient. In addition, the spatial frequency 

distribution of snow may be very influential for the dynamics of the snow reservoir. 

I think the authors need to review the problem (of snow towers/ accumulation of snow over 

several seasons) properly. This includes reviewing the different reasons for the problem and 

show how other authors have solved the problem. The solutions proposed in this paper 

should logically emerge as a potentially better choice than the reviewed approaches. Include 

this in the introduction 



We agree with this comment. However, the model does not only consider wind but is rather 

a conceptual description of all processes regarding snow transport on scales of 100s to 

1000s of metres except of wet snow avalanches. 

As referee #2 stated, the common way to avoid the existence of “snow towers” is to edit the 

meteorological input, mainly precipitation. Justification for doing so is (i) the 

underrepresentation of precipitation gauges in high alpine terrain and (ii) the high degree of 

errors in measuring solid precipitation. Adjusting meteorological input however needs at 

least one (time dependent) parameter and raises the question if we can trust these input 

data in general. Does the input in summer (e.g. rain) need to be changed to? We use 

meteorological parameters from the INCA dataset which already takes gradients regarding 

precipitation and temperature into account. One has to be aware of uncertainties in the 

INCA data set as well. However, the approach presented in our paper does not need any 

correction of meteorological input for snow accumulation issues. We agree to include a 

review in the introduction. 

We did this by editing following paragraphs in section 1.2: 

“A common approach avoiding intensive accumulation of snow is editing the meteorological 

input (Dettinger et al., 2004). For instance, many models use a constant yet adjustable lapse 

rate for interpolating temperature with elevation (Holzmann et al., 2010; Koboltschnig et al., 

2008). Besides temperature, precipitation gradients are often adjusted to fit observed and 

modelled target variables (e.g. snow patterns or runoff) (Huss et al., 2009b; Schöber et al., 

2014). Justification for doing so is the general lack of gauging stations in the summit regions 

(Daly et al., 2008, 1994) along with the high error of precipitation gauges (Rasmussen et al., 

2011; Williams et al., 1998). An approach presented by Jackson (1994) defining a 

precipitation correction matrix was successfully applied in several studies (Farinotti et al., 

2010; Huss et al., 2009a). Scipión et al. (2013) however identified significant discrepancies 

between precipitation patterns obtained by a Doppler X-band radar and the final seasonal 

snow accumulation which may serve as a proxy for seasonally accumulated precipitation on 

the ground. 

Models trying to deal with accumulations apart of input corrections may be classified into 

two major approaches. One is to model snow distribution patterns process-oriented the other 

approach is empirical. Examples for process oriented model are SNOWPACK (Bartelt and 

Lehning, 2002) used in avalanche research or SnowTran3D (Liston and Sturm, 1998; Liston et 

al., 2007). Empirical models use the fact, that snow patterns resemble each other every year 

(Helfricht et al., 2014, 2012). The presented paper concentrates on the empirical approach. 

“Helfricht et al. (2012) used airborne LiDAR measurements to determine snow accumulation 

gradients for elevation bands in the Ötztaler Alps. These could be used to improve 

hydrological models regarding snow cover distributions and subsequently to achieve better 



runoff predictions. LiDAR data, however, are relatively expensive. Often wind speed 

and -direction are used to model snow drift (e.g. Bernhardt et al., 2009; 2010; Shulski and 

Seeley, 2004; Winstral et al., 2002; Liston and Sturm, 1998). Also the physical based 

SNOWPACK model (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002) used in avalanche research uses wind to 

determine redistribution of snow. Kirchner et al. (2014) concluded from LiDAR measurements 

in combination with meteorological stations in a catchment in California, USA, that wind 

measurements from only one meteorological station are of too poor quality for a useful 

description of wind fields for snow transport. Unfortunately, wind fields generated by 

regional circulation models (RCM) for climate change scenario studies are prone to errors, 

too (Nikulin et al., 2011). In addition models using wind have in common that they are 

computationally intensive as they require data in high spatial resolution 100 to 1000s of 

square metres. Schöber et al. (2014) combined gravitational and wind induced snow 

transport using a distributed energy balance model with a resolution of 50 m x 50 m.” 

 

(ii) Most common approaches to empirically parameterize wind-induced snow redistribution 

depending on topographical features use curvature, sky view factors, aspect, 

shelteredness/exposedness etc. Slope is a good indicator for the original transport route, but 

neither for the erosion nor the deposition areas. A detailed argumentation why You use 

slope, and why You use it in the way You do ("The model redistributes snow only to grid cells 

providing the steepest slope (acceptor cell) in the direct neighbourhood of the raster cell it 

searches from (donor cell).“), is missing in Your manuscript. If I understand correctly, then 

steep slopes are deposition areas in Your model. Observation suggests, however, that wind-

blown snow is deposited where the wind speed drops, i.e. behind obstacles, and most snow is 

accumulated onto flat areas (best example: glacier accumulation areas, which are mostly 

flat! The glaciers in the Ötztal Alps are a very good example). Maybe You best begin with a 

visualization of the slope distribution with elevation for the basin. 

We agree on a detailed argumentation why we use slope as an indicator for the transport 

route and for mobilization capacity. However, steep slopes are no deposition areas in the 

model. It uses slopes to determine in which of the eight possible directions snow is being 

redistributed. Since the amount of snow being redistributed is a function of slope and 

density of snow, more snow will be distributed via steep slopes than on rather flat terrain. 

The redistribution routine is organized in form of a loop starting at the highest point in the 

catchment and ending at the lowest cell. That assures that no snow can be transported into 

an already processed adjacent cell. Snow will be transported downhill as long as the slope 

(and density) is great enough to allow transportation. Therefore snow accumulates rather in 

flat regions in the catchment.  

We agree however that the model should be described in higher detail. 



We added and edited text at several parts of section 2.2 in the paper: 

 “Several authors reported the slope angle having an important influence on snow depths 

(Bernhardt and Schulz, 2010; Kirchner et al., 2014; Schöber et al., 2014).” 

[…] 

“Since other geomorphological properties than slope angle influencing snow patterns are 

most important on scales smaller than the grid size of COSERO (see section 1.1), slope was 

selected as driving force for the model. One has to be aware that this is a simplification and 

under realistic conditions snow might not necessarily be transported only on the steepest 

route (Bernhardt and Schulz, 2010; Winstral et al., 2002).“ 

[…] 

“The model is organized in form of a loop starting at the highest grid cell (summit region) 

and ending at the lowest cell (outlet of the catchment). That assures that snow cannot be 

redistributed into already processed grid cells. Snow will be transported downslope as long 

as the slope is great enough to allow for transportation given that the density of snow is low 

enough. Therefore snow accumulates rather in flat regions of the catchment. A similar 

approach was used in the SnowSlide model (Bernhardt and Schulz, 2010).” 

We also edited Fig. 6 and added a visualization of the slope distribution to the figure. 

 

(iii) Any topography-related parameterization is very much depending on the scale (i.e., size 

of the grid cells in a raster-based model). Since a 1 km resolution is very coarse for the high 

Alpine topography of the Ötztal Alps, You have to include a comprehensive discussion of the 

scale effect, including sensitivity analysis of Your approach to the resolution of the DEM used. 

Actually, You should prove that the parameterization You develop produces valid results for 

right reason. Can Your model transport snow uphill (wind-induced uplift is a common 

redistriubutin phenomenon)? If not: why, and how do You avoid this? If yes: following You 

model, snow can be eroded from the flat glacier accumulation areas and deposited on the 

steep mountain summit slopes around … ? 

It is true that topography-related parametrization depends on the scale. It is also true that 

1x1 km is very coarse for alpine regions. However, since many hydrological models operate 

on that scale of raster cells (Bookhagen and Burbank, 2010; Cornelissen et al., 2013; Marke 

et al., 2011; Mauser and Bach, 2009) it is important to account for the problem of “snow 

towers” existing on that spatial resolution, too. In fact, even at lower spatial resolutions, e.g. 

when applying semi-distributed RR models like PREVAH to alpine terrain, this problem 

occurs as was shown by Koboltschnig et al. (2008), for instance. Scaling issues determine the 

degree of complexity of a model. On the size of 1x1 km grid cells, small scale ridges cannot 



be pictured and therefore a physical consideration of dropping wind speeds at their lee sides 

is not only not necessary but not possible. See also comment on paragraph (ii). 

Added to section 2.1: 

“[…] COSERO uses five snow classes per cell to approximate this sub-grid log-normal 

distribution under accumulation conditions (see Fig. 2 b)), i.e. snowfall is distributed log-

normally into snow classes. This distribution can be interpreted as a statistical description of 

snow distribution processes taking place at smaller scales than the 1x1 km grid (Pomeroy et 

al., 1998), i.e. influence of curvature, shelter or vegetation (Hiemstra et al., 2006).” 

 

The paper addresses an important problem, but I am not (yet) convinced that it presents the 

best solution to the problem. It is fairly obvious that transporting snow from elevations that 

have little melt to elevations with substantial melt will work, but addressing the problem of 

too much snow by just moving it appears as too simplistic.  

The issue of spatial scale is very important in a paper like this. The authors state that “no 

model for redistributing snow on a 1X1 km grid sixe exists” (p.611. l.16). There may be very 

good reasons for why it is so. Redistribution by wind is considered an important process for 

the spatial distribution of snow on rather modest spatial scales (up to some 100 meters ?). 

My feeling is that this is not yet a closed issue, but the authors need to discuss scales 

(quantitatively, not ”small” and “large”) and present a review on what is considered the 

important processes for the spatial distribution of snow at what scales. The Liston (2004) 

paper may serve as a starting point. After such a review I am not at all certain that the 

proposed method is a natural choice on a 1X1 km grid. “Scale” is often mentioned in the 

paper, but seldom quantified. Include this in the introduction. 

The model does not intend to give a fully detailed description of physical based processes 

leading to (re)distribution of snow. This is hardly possible using a spatial resolution of 

1x1 km. However the problem of heavy snow accumulation exists on the 1km² scale, too.  

We agree that wind influences snow patterns on rather smaller scales of several 100s of 

meters. The snow distribution on scales smaller than 1x1 km, i.e. sub-grid scale, is included 

in the model by a log-normal distribution of snow depths. The model should be considered 

as conceptual approach (which fits into the hydrological model being conceptual in its kind) 

to deal with snow accumulations. Since the only way to enable snowmelt using a 

temperature-index approach is raising values of air temperature, snow needs to be 

transported into warmer regions (or editing meteorological input, what we don’t want to 

do). 

Edited and added text at several positions in the paper (see also comments on specific 

remarks): 



Section 1.1: 

“During the accumulation period, according to Liston (2004), primarily three mechanisms are 

responsible for these variations: (i) snow-canopy interactions in forest covered regions, (ii) 

wind induced snow redistribution and (iii) orographic influences on snow fall. These 

mechanisms influence snow patterns on scales ranging from the plot scale (i. e. several 

square metres) to the catchment scale (i. e. one to several square kilometres). 

Spatial snow cover variability beneath canopies is mainly affected by different tree species 

(deciduous vs coniferous trees) influencing LAI, height and density of the canopy and gap 

sizes (Garvelmann et al., 2013; Liston, 2004; Pomeroy et al., 2002). 

Besides the impact of vegetation, wind is the most dominant factor influencing snow 

patterns in alpine terrain. Snow is transported from exposed ridges to the lee side of these 

ridges, valleys and vegetation covered areas (Essery et al., 1999; Liston and Sturm, 1998; 

Rutter et al., 2009; Winstral et al., 2002). One has to be aware that besides of the physical 

transport of solid snow wind also stimulates sublimation processes (Liston and Sturm, 1998; 

Strasser et al., 2008). Wind influences snow depth distributions on scales of some 100s to 

1000 square metres (Dadic et al., 2010a). 

The third mechanism influences snow patterns on a larger scale of one to several kilometres 

(e. g. Barros and Lettenmaier, 1994). Non-uniform snow distributions are caused by 

interactions of the atmosphere (air pressure, humidity, atmospheric stability) with 

topography (Liston, 2004). 

In addition to these processes, avalanches play a role in snow redistribution (Lehning and 

Fierz, 2008; Lehning et al., 2002; Sovilla et al., 2010). In steep terrain, avalanches depend 

mainly on the slope angle are capable of transporting large snow masses over distances of 

tens to hundreds of metres (Dadic et al., 2010b; Sovilla et al., 2010).” 

Section 2.1: 

“COSERO uses five snow classes per cell to approximate this log-normal distribution under 

accumulation conditions (see Fig. 2 b)), i.e. snowfall is distributed log-normally into snow 

classes. This distribution can be interpreted as a statistical description of snow distribution 

processes taking place at smaller scales than the 1x1 km grid (Pomeroy et al., 1998), i.e. 

influence of curvature, shelter or vegetation (Hiemstra et al., 2006).“ 

 

The presented model is very parameter-rich. I believe I counted some 10 calibration 

parameters just in the snow module. With such possibilities for equifinality problems and 

compensating parameters, how do the parameter uncertainty influence the validation of the 

method? Discuss this. 



The model indeed is rich of parameters. However, many of them are estimated a priori. In 

fact 9 out of a total of 15 parameters in the snow module including the snow redistribution 

routine are estimated a priori and therefore are not included in the optimization procedure. 

Those parameters are either adjusted according to literature or previous work on the model 

(Fuchs, 2005; Kling, 2006; Nachtnebel et al., 2009). Consequently only six parameters (five 

without redistributing snow) do potentially lead to equifinality issues. In combination with 

parameters from other model routines, equifinality is an issue as it is basically in every 

conceptual RR model. Any additional parameter amplifies the potential of equifinality, of 

course. On the other hand, recent work by Gharari et al. (2014, 2012) shows that accounting 

for additional processes may lead to more stable modelling results during validation with 

respect to the calibration period. Implementation of additional (hydrological) processes in a 

model in most cases needs additional parameter(s). However, in the presented model 

consideration of snow redistribution allows for a more realistic estimation of snowmelt 

parameters in high mountain ranges. It also allows for the use of meteorological input data 

without applying correction coefficients. We agree the problem of equifinality has to be 

described in the paper.  

We did some Monte Carlo simulations to study sensitivities of the snow relevant 

parameters. These simulations indicate that both models suffer from equifinality (as was 

expected) but in neither of the models this problem is enhanced with respect to the other. 

Since the paper addresses snow transport we enclosed the description and results of these 

simulations to the supplements. In the text we refer at several positions to the supplement. 

 

We added following text to the calibration paragraph (3.3): 

“Although the model is rich of parameters, the vast majority of them have been estimated a 

priori according to literature (Liston and Sturm, 1998; Prasad et al., 2001) and previous work 

on the model (Fuchs, 2005; Kling, 2006; Nachtnebel et al., 2009). In the snow model 

including snow redistribution only six parameters have been calibrated: upper and lower 

boundaries of snow melt factors DU and DL, respectively, the threshold values that control 

the range where liquid and solid precipitation occur simultaneously (TPR, TPS), the standard 

deviation of the log-normal distribution of snow depth in one grid cell (NVAR) and the 

calibration parameter for snow redistribution C. This limits problems due to equifinality 

issues. For a more detailed description of equifinality issues see the supplements of this 

article.” 

We added paragraph 4.2 in the results: 

Since the model uses several parameters that need calibration it suffers from equifinality 

issues. To investigate those issues, Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out varying 

the snow relevant parameters that cannot be estimated a priori. Since the aim of this paper 



is snow transport, the results of the Monte Carlo simulations can be found in the 

supplements of this article. 

And to the conclusions: 

“Even though the vast majority of parameters were estimated a priori in this work, 

equifinality remains an issue. But redistribution of snow requires only two additional 

parameters but allows for narrower boundaries of the snow melt factors (see supplements of 

this article). However, more work needs to be carried out to account for that issue.” 

I think it is strange that there were no differences in simulated snow covered area (SCA) by 

the two models, and that model A did not compare better with the MODIS scenes. If you 

remove a lot of snow then you would expect areas to become snowfree earlier (even though 

some snow is, initially, retained by vegetation). 

We have been curious about that behaviour, too. Snow holding capacity by vegetation or 

surface roughness (HV) retains snow not only initially but generally. If the snow depth of a 

snow class (of which five exist per grid cell) is lower than HV no snow can be transported to 

any other grid cell. Anyway, we had expected to see snow free cells in the realization which 

takes snow transport into account, too. A possible explanation is: A grid cell acts as donor if 

the snow depth of at least one of its snow classes exceeds HV. A grid cell acts as acceptor, if it 

is the lowest neighbour of at least one other grid cell. It may act as donor and acceptor at 

the same time. As a consequence, grid cells with no uphill neighbour (peak regions) never 

receive snow. Grid cells in the intermediate part of the mountains accept and donate snow 

at the same time, given they are the lowest neighbour of at least one other cell. Since 

redistributed snow is considered in the same way as precipitation, it gets distributed 

according to the log-normal distribution of its acceptor cell. It is hard therefore for grid cells 

donating and receiving snow to become (partly) snow free. The cells in the peak regions only 

donating snow however they are mainly located at elevations where temperature values 

seldom rise above 0°C. It is hard for them to get snow free anyway. Snow mobilization 

therefore leads to a decrease in SWE in the upper regions of the basin but snow still remains 

in the grid cells. Snow cover patterns only differ slightly in the phase of depletion.  

We agree this has to be discussed in the paper in more detail. We added to section 5.2: 

“In Fig. 8 only little differences between model A and B can be distinguished. Grid cells 

covering the summits only donate snow to their respective acceptor cells. However, a certain 

amount of snow is held back according to threshold due to vegetation and roughness of the 

surface. Grid cells nested in the intermediate slope regions receive and donate snow at the 

same time. Thus their snow depth changes little if comparing model A and model B. In flat 

valley regions, grid cells only receive snow but are unable to donate it further downward. 

Here, relatively high air temperature values often allow for melting.” 



In addition, we added a figure (Fig. 5) where we describe the concept of the transport model 

schematically. 

 

Specific remarks 

- P610 L11-12: ". . . the standard model without using snow tansport“ should better be "the 

standard model without the parameterization for lateral snow redistribution“ 

Done. Replaced by: “… the standard model without parametrization for lateral snow 

redistribution” 

- P611 L7: indicate here studies using conceptual approaches (e.g. degree-day) for snowmelt 

in which an attempt is made "to solve this problem“ 

Exact sentence has been removed. Instead the literature review has been extended. (See 

chapter 1.2) 

- P611 L8: explain in this paragraph which approaches are conceptual (topography-

dependent), and which are physically based (process representations); see general remark (i) 

above 

Done. Examples given mainly in 1.2: 

“Models trying to deal with accumulations apart of input corrections may be classified into 

two major approaches. One is to model snow distribution patterns process-oriented the other 

approach is empirical. Examples for process oriented model are SNOWPACK (Bartelt and 

Lehning, 2002) used in avalanche research or SnowTran3D (Liston and Sturm, 1998; Liston et 

al., 2007). Empirical models use the fact, that snow patterns resemble each other every year 

(Helfricht et al., 2014, 2012). The presented paper concentrates on the empirical approach.” 

- P611 L12: replace "afflicted“ with "prone to“ 

Done: “Unfortunately, wind fields generated by regional circulation models (RCM) for climate 

change scenario studies are prone to errors, too (Nikulin et al., 2011).” 

- P611 L21-25: what about avalanches? In steep terrain their effect with respect to 

redistribution (and, e.g., glacier mass balance) is significant. 

We do not model avalanches explicitly for scaling issues (see section 1.1). However, as the 

model is a conceptual description of all processes regarding snow transport on scales of 100s 

to 1000s, we implicitly account for (dry-snow) avalanches as well. 

Added: “In addition to these processes, avalanches play a role in snow redistribution (Lehning 

and Fierz, 2008; Lehning et al., 2002; Sovilla et al., 2010).” 



- P612 L1-3: Avoid the term "gymnosperms“: Spatial snow cover variability beneath canopies 

is mainly affected by different tree species (coniferous vs deciduous trees), LAI, canopy height 

and density, and gap sizes, all of them interfering with topographical features 

Replaced by: “Spatial snow cover variability beneath canopies is mainly affected by different 

tree species (deciduous vs coniferous trees), LAI, height and density of the canopy and gap 

sizes (Garvelmann et al., 2013; Liston, 2004; Pomeroy et al., 2002).” 

- P612 L4-12: newer literature is available (e.g., Strasser et al. 2008, Rutter et al. 2009, 

Warscher et al. 2013). It would be benefitial to distinguish between the wind-induced 

processes (i) preferential deposition of precipitation, (ii) redistribution by means of 

erosion/deposition, and (iii) sublimation from turbulent suspension 

Added literature and rephrased in section 1.1: 

“Besides the impact of vegetation, wind is the most dominant factor influencing snow 

patterns in alpine terrain. Snow is transported from exposed ridges to the lee side of these 

ridges, valleys and vegetation covered areas (Essery et al., 1999; Liston and Sturm, 1998; 

Rutter et al., 2009). One has to be aware, that besides of the physical transport of solid snow 

wind also stimulates sublimation processes (Liston and Sturm, 1998; Strasser et al., 2008). 

The third mechanism influences snow patterns on a larger scale of one to several kilometres 

(e. g. Barros and Lettenmaier, 1994). Non-uniform snow distributions are caused by 

interactions of the atmosphere (air pressure, humidity, atmospheric stability) with 

topography (Liston, 2004).” 

- P612 L13-17: incorrect English, this paragraph must be improved. Also better write " . . . 

snomelt rates from south-facing slopes . . . " 

Rephrased: 

“During the ablation period, spatial snow distributions are mainly influenced by differences in 

snow melt behaviour. On the northern hemisphere on south-facing slopes rates of snow melt 

are generally enhanced compared to north-facing slopes due to the inclination of radiation. 

Also vegetation influences melting behaviour. Shading reduces snowmelt compared to direct 

sunlight. Enhanced emitted long wave radiation due to warm bare rocks or trees increases it 

(Garvelmann et al., 2013; Pohl et al., 2014).” 

- P613 L9-10: Better "In the latter study, . . .“ 

Replaced by: “However, in Kling et al. (2014a) …” 

- P613 L19: Fig. 2 does only show one snow class?! In which properties do the five classes 

differ, in swe? What do they have in common, albedo? How are they initialized? Can a cell 

partly melt out? What about snow transport between the classes? How is snow distributed 



amongst them in the case of (i) precipitation, (ii) erosion and (iii) deposition? Please explain 

in more detail. . . 

Updated Fig. 2 (see section of figures below). Also added paragraph in main text in section 

2.1: 

“Numerous studies have shown that sub-grid variability of snow depths can be described by a 

two parameter log-normal distribution (e. g. Donald et al., 1995; Pomeroy et al., 1998). This 

distribution can be interpreted as a description of small scale snow distribution processes. 

COSERO uses five snow classes per cell to approximate this sub-grid log-normal distribution 

under accumulation conditions (see Fig. 2 b)), i.e. snowfall is distributed log-normally into 

snow classes. The properties of each class may be unique as Eqs. (1 to 12) apply to every 

snow class separately. Consequently the log-normal distribution within a grid cell may be 

disturbed by the processes of melting, sublimation, refreezing and redistribution to other grid 

cells. Redistribution between the snow classes within a single grid cell is not considered. A 

scheme of the composition of a snow class is illustrated in Fig. 2 a). …” 

And 

“Sublimation is considered only for snow classes actually covered by snow. Hence, if a grid 

cell is partly snow free (due to melting) sublimation is estimated for the snow covered part 

only. For the uncovered classes evapotranspiration according to the Thornthwaite method is 

applied.” 

Deposition already is explained in the manuscript: P617 L8-9: “On acceptor cells redistributed 

snow is treated as fresh snow in the sense, that it is distributed to the snow classes according 

to the log-normal distribution.” 

- P613 L20: "fluid“ should better be "liquid“ 

Done. “… where PRt and PSt are liquid and solid precipitation in mm” 

- P613 Eq. (2): indicate the time step of the model. is Tair a mean daily temperature? 

Yes, TAIR is mean daily temperature. Added to text: “TAIRt is the (mean) daily air temperature 

in °C” 

Corrected in all equations TAIR is part of. Changed TAIR to TAIRt. 

- P614 L5ff: give units, and indicate if values are averages or instantaneous? 

Edited paragraph in section 2.1: 

“… where J is the Julian day of the year [-], DU and DL are the upper and lower boundaries of 

Df in mm °C-1, respectively, and MRED [-] is a reduction factor to account for the higher albedo 

caused by freshly fallen snow calculated by Eq. (4). SCRIT is the critical snow depth of fresh 



snow in mm necessary to increase the albedo, whereas Sfresh is the actual depth of fresh snow 

in mm fallen within one time step. For fresh snow depth larger than SCRIT, Df is lowered to a 

reduced melting factor DRED [-].” 

The fragment “within one time step” indicates that values are instantaneous. 

L16: replace "then“ with "than“ 

Done. 

- P616 L6-7: does that mean that snow is eroded from flat terrain and deposited in adjacent 

steep slopes? Observation suggests that snow is eroded from convex to concave terrain 

features?! Can it be that the reason to use this is an effect of Your resolution, i.e. Your highest 

pixels are flat, and such snow is removed downvalley? See general remark (iii) 

See comment on general remark (iii). 

- P616 L12: "snow depth on the cell“is no good English, better "in“ or "of“ the cell 

Changed to “of”. 

- P616 L12: "lighter“: actually, no snow gets "lighter“; its a change in density only 

Deleted “lighter”: “The drier (less dense) the snow pack …” 

- P616 L15: use SI units (here kg m-3). "Acts“ is not an appropriate word: density doesn’t act. 

Maybe " . . .the value of 450 kg m-3 is used as threshold . . . “ 

Changed units, also in figures.  

Rephrased sentence in section 2.2: “Thus the maximum density of snow determines the 

threshold for snow redistribution.” 

- P616 L18: delete comma bevore "where“ 

Done. 

- P617 L2: "snow depth on the cell“ is no good English, better "in“ or "of“ the cell 

Changed to “in” 

- P617 L8: delete comma 

Done. 

P618 L4-5: "wind directory data“ should better be "wind direction“ 

Yes, was a typo. Done. 



- P618 L8, L10: "Target of“, "Validation period“: sentences should not begin with subjects 

without article, see also the caption of Fig. 8 ("Reason of“): better re-arrange or add article 

Rephrased and edited citation that was wrong. 

“The target of the calibration was a good fit of runoff using the Kling-Gupta-Model-Efficiency 

(Gupta et al., 2009; Kling et al., 2012) as objective function.” 

[…] 

“The model was validated for the years 2009 and 2010.” 

- P618 L15: "by Table 1“ should be "in Table 1“ 

Changed to “in”. 

- P619 L17-19: The sentence "Note that in Fig. 9 only model results from 2005 to 2010 are 

shown while the warm-up period is missing due to a better perceptibility. Therefore snow 

depth does not start at zero in the figure while it does at the beginning of the modelling“ 

should be moved into the figure caption. 

Done and rephrased: “Note that model results are shown from 2005 to 2010 without the 

warm-up period for clarity reasons. Therefore snow depth does not start at zero in the figure 

while it does at the beginning of the modelling.” 

- P620 L13: better "in " the cell than "on“ the cell (same also in the caption of Fig. 8) 

Done. Also edited error bars in Fig. 8. Due to following reason: MODIS detects snow and 

clouds. No information about snow can be derived from cloud covered areas which is why 

there may be an error. Snow covered areas however cannot be smaller than the area that 

has already been identified as covered by snow. 

- P620 L17: "pronounces“ should be "pronounced“ - P620 L19: 

Typo. Done. 

- P620 L19: "“. . . that transports more snow on greater slopes . . . “: unclear. Do You mean:  

that leads to deposition of more snow on steeper slopes“? 

- P620 L22-24: This sentence is no correct English 

- P621 L4: "on low elevations“ should be "in low elevations“ 

Paragraph concerning these three comments rephrased to: 

“While using model B, the higher the elevation the more snow is situated on. However, model 

A shows less pronounced and in some time periods even contrary behaviour in the upper 

altitudes (see Fig. 9). This is a result of the slope dependency of the distribution model that 



the amount of snow distributed to other grid cells is greater with increasing vertical distance 

to the downward grid cell. In general and in the Ötztal as well mountains are steeper in the 

summit regions than at the bottom (see Fig. 5). Consequently in the summit regions snow will 

be preferably eroded while it accumulates at the rather flat valleys where the vertical 

distances between the grid cells are less than at the peaks. This does reflect snow 

accumulations that can be observed in nature where summits might be nearly snow free in 

spring while shallower parts are still covered with snow. While the raster cells covering peak 

regions act as donators only those cells located on slopes may receive and distribute snow at 

the same time (Fig. 10). Valley regions only receive snow. However, due to the binary nature 

of MODIS data, the spatial snow depth distribution cannot be validated with observed 

satellite based data.” 

- P621 L3-8: entire paragraph is unclear and no correct English. Clarify whether processes in 

nature or their modelling are discussed, and which model is used, if the latter. The amount of 

snow remaining in the catchment is no good argument; and what is "This information“? 

Paragraph rephrased to: 

“The smaller the portion of high altitude areas in a catchment compared to the total 

catchment area the less important is snow redistribution for modelling runoff. This ratio of 

summit regions to total catchment size is normally smaller for bigger catchments. The 

catchment of river Inn, for instance, covers an area of about 10000 km² yet only 733 km² are 

located at elevations where intensive snow accumulations and mobilizations occur (above 

2800 m a.s.l.). In the Ötztal basin 204 out of 511 km² are located higher than 2800 m a.s.l. If 

model A is applied to the catchment of river Inn in five years of modelling about 15 mm SWE 

(with respect to the entire river basin) remain in the catchment due to snow accumulation 

processes instead of 300 mm in the Ötztal. This may be the main reason why snow 

redistribution is often not considered in hydrological models at larger scales.” 

Fig. 2: "binded“ should be "bound“ 

Done. 

Fig. 4: "an“ should be "a“ 

Done. 

Fig. 8: please reconsider if this figure is meaningful. You indicate the reason why results are 

so similar . . . 

Although the results are quite similar, we think this figure still is meaningful. It demonstrates 

the general efficiency of both models (which is good) and gives the reader an idea of how 

the differences are. 



Fig. 9: "on elevation“ should be "in elevation“; I do see a clear positive trend also for Model A 

in the highes elevation zone. What about it? 

“On” has been changed to “in”. 

Added paragraph to conclusions:  

“Although snow accumulation behaviour of model A is more realistic than model B snow 

accumulation can still be observed in the highest elevations zone (see Fig. 9). This problem 

might be solved using higher correction coefficients for grid cells in this elevation level or by 

accounting for snow metamorphosis. The influence of the highest elevation class 

(> 3400 m a.s.l.) on both the hydrograph and snow covered area however is very small, since 

this elevation level is represented by only four grid cells. Consequently the objective function 

during calibration using an automated optimization routine like Rosenbook’s routine does 

not differ much when underestimating the correction coefficient in these grid cells.” 

Fig. 10: "For visualisation the free available oe3d DEM (Rechenraum, 2014) was used“. This is 

not of interest here. The duration for which net deposition is accumulated is missing . . . 

Edited figure annotation: 

“Figure 11. Net snow deposition in the catchment during the time period of one year. 

Negative values refer to a net loss, positive to a net gain of snow. Raster cells in the peak 

regions act as donor cells and do not receive any snow whereas lower cells may act as donor 

and acceptor in the same time. Note that, since only the net deposition of snow is shown, 

values cannot be linked to snow depths at the end of the time period.” 

 

p.611, l 5. It says humidity, you mean turbulent fluxes? 

Yes, corrected: “… like radiation or turbulent fluxes of latent energy.” 

p.611, l 22. High variability especially on high-resolution scales, less variability on small scales 

(see Melvold and Skaugen, 2013, Annals of Glaciology) 

Edited paragraph in section 1: “Reasons for that are either wind or gravitationally induced 

lateral snow distribution processes (Elder et al., 1991; Winstral et al., 2002). Resulting snow 

depths are not uniformly distributed in space but vary greatly  (Helfricht et al., 2014). When 

changing the focus from micro (e.g. several square meters) to macro scales (e.g. one to 

several square kilometres), variations become less (Melvold and Skaugen, 2013).” 

p.611, l 24. Quantify the scales in section 2 

Edited paragraph in section 1.1: “During the accumulation period, according to Liston (2004), 

primarily three mechanisms are responsible for these variations: (i) snow-canopy interactions 



in forest covered regions, (ii) wind induced snow redistribution and (iii) orographic influences 

on snow fall. These mechanisms influence snow patterns on scales ranging from the plot 

scale (i. e. several square metres) to the catchment scale (i. e. one to several square 

kilometres).” 

p.612, l 16. Shading and long wave radiation are not opposite entities? You have long wave 

radiation as long as you have a temperature above zero (Kelvin) 

True. Rephrased to: “On the northern hemisphere on south-facing slopes rates of snow melt 

are generally enhanced compared to north-facing slopes due to the inclination of radiation. 

Also vegetation influences melting behaviour. Shading reduces snowmelt compared to direct 

sunlight. Enhanced emitted long wave radiation due to warm bare rocks or trees increases it 

(Garvelmann et al., 2013; Pohl et al., 2014).” 

p.613, l 9...this study. . ., yours or That of Kling et al. 

Edited: “However, in Kling et al. (2014a) snow parameters were not calibrated and therefore 

the snow module is not fully explained in detail.” 

p.613, l 13. Sub-grid, what scale (quantified) is that? 

p.613, l 16. The five classes are not clear, neither from the text nor from the figure. In 

addition what is the size of the cell? 

Rephrased paragraph in section 2.1: 

“…The model uses 1x1 km grid cells.” 

[…] 

“Numerous studies have shown that sub-grid variability of snow depths can be described by a 

two parameter log-normal distribution (e. g. Donald et al., 1995; Pomeroy et al., 1998). 

COSERO uses five snow classes per cell to approximate this sub-grid log-normal distribution 

under accumulation conditions (see Fig. 2 b)), i.e. snowfall is distributed log-normally into 

snow classes. This distribution can be interpreted as a statistical description of snow 

distribution processes taking place at smaller scales than the 1x1 km grid. The properties of 

each class may be unique as Eqs. (1 to 12) apply to every snow class separately. Consequently 

the log-normal distribution within a grid cell may be disturbed by the processes of melting, 

sublimation, refreezing and redistribution to other grid cells. Once fallen, snow redistribution 

between the snow classes within a single grid cell is not considered. A scheme of the 

composition of a snow class is illustrated in Fig. 2 a). …” 

p.615, l 16. Where is the “settling constant” defined? 



True, was not shown. Added equation and edited text: “Its density is calculated using a time 

settling constant (ρset, derived from Riley et al., 1973) until the maximum density is reached 

(Eq. 10).” 

���� = ���	∙������������ ��������	�         (10) 

Snow pack instead of snow cover. The less dense snow pack, the higher the portion available 

for redistribution.. . .. . . 

Changed snow cover to snow pack. 

p.615, l 15. Is not 0.45 extremely dense snow?. Perhaps 0.3 or so is better? What does 

literature say? 

True, 450 kg/m³ is dense snow. However Schöber et al. (2014) reported snow densities in 

the Ötztal up to that value. In the Swiss Alps, Jonas et al. (2009) reported snow densities up 

to 600 kg/m³ when compressed by avalanches. 

Added “Maximum snow density was assumed 450 kg m-3 which matches long term snow 

measurements (Jonas et al., 2009; Schöber et al., 2014).” 

p.617, l 1. S_SWE_A 

Done. 

p.618, l 4. ..wind speed or -direction 

Done. 

p.618, l 23. The figure has mm, not m3/s 

Added information in mm but kept m³/s in addition: 

“…between the two models reach up to 2 mm per day (which equals to 12.1 m³ s-1) leading…” 

p.619, l 18. Better perceptibility?, rephrase 

Rephrased and moved to figure caption: “Note that model results are shown from 2005 to 

2010 without the warm-up period for clarity reasons. Therefore snow depth does not start at 

zero in the figure while it does at the beginning of the modelling.” 

p.6120, l 3-5. rephrase 

Paragraph rephrased: 



“The smaller the portion of high altitude areas in a catchment compared to the total 

catchment area the less important is snow redistribution for modelling runoff. This ratio of 

summit regions to total catchment size is normally smaller for bigger catchments. The 

catchment of river Inn, for instance, covers an area of about 10000 km² yet only 733 km² are 

located at elevations where intensive snow accumulations and mobilizations occur (above 

2800 m a.s.l.). In the Ötztal basin 204 out of 511 km² are located higher than 2800 m a.s.l. If 

model A is applied to the catchment of river Inn in five years of modelling about 15 mm SWE 

(with respect to the entire river basin) remain in the catchment due to snow accumulation 

processes instead of 300 mm in the Ötztal. This may be the main reason why snow 

redistribution is often not considered in hydrological models at larger scales.” 
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the snow cover in COSERO. a) Composition of one snow class. 

Vegetation or surface roughness defines the threshold value (HV) to hold back an amount of 

snow. b) View of one grid cell including five snow classes each of which is composed in the 

way shown in a). Snowfall is distributed log-normally throughout the classes (dashed lines in 

b)). This distribution may be disturbed by subsequent processes of melting, redistribution to 

other grid cells and sublimation. Snow redistribution between the snow classes of the same 

grid cell is not considered. Note that snow depth S is given in mm while all other parameters 

regarding snow are given in mm SWE.  
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Figure 3. Estimation of the density of snow using Eqs. (8) and (9). Minimum and maximum 

densities of fresh snow are 100 and 300 kg m-3, respectively. Standard values for ρscale and 

Tscale are 1.2 and 1, respectively.  
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Figure 4. Shapes of the distribution coefficient in dependency of different slope angles and 

snow densities. If cold snow with a density of 100 kg m-3 is located on a slope of 35°, a 

portion of 25% of the available snow is transported to the neighbour cell. If the snow density 

reaches its maximum value, no transport occurs regardless of the slope angle. 
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Figure 5. Conceptual snow accumulations in mountainous regions without (a) and with (b) 

considering lateral snow transport processes. Dotted blocks represent exaggerated snow 

accumulations. Applying the redistribution model snow is transported from the highest grid 

cell to its neighbour where it is treated like solid precipitation. From this grid cell a portion of 

snow gets transported to the downward neighbour again and so forth until either the terrain 

is too flat or snow depths do not exceed the threshold for vegetation (see Fig. 4). 

Consequently less snow remains in the summit region whereas lower grid cells show 

enhanced accumulation. Underneath the melting level snow does not accumulate due to 

melting. This behaviour is sketched in the plots in both a) and b). Although snow depths in 

the summits are lower, the amount of snow covered cells remains similar.  
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Figure 6. Elevation levels of the Ötztal using a 1x1 km grid. Frequency distribution of slope 

angles derived from 1x1 km grid are shown (upper left). Slopes in general are steeper in the 

summit regions than in the valleys. However, glacier covered areas at the summits are rather 

flat. Note that instead of the average slope of a grid cell only steepest vertical gradients are 

plotted.  



 

 

Figure 9. Snow cover in 2009 modelled by both model A and B compared with MODIS data. 

Reason of the little difference is the vegetation threshold. Even if snow is being transported, 

a residual of snow remains in the donor cell resulting in the cell marked as snow covered. 

Error bars refer to uncertainties due to cloud coverage.  
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Figure 10. Behaviour of snow accumulation and melt of model A (a) and B (b) in the upper 

elevations. Model B leads to “snow towers” of approx. 2900 mm SWE in regions above 

3400 m a.s.l. in seven years of modelling, whereas model A does not show such behaviour. 

In elevations lower 2800 m a.s.l. neither model A nor B show accumulation behaviour. Note 

that model results are shown from 2005 to 2010 without the warm-up period for clarity 

reasons. Therefore snow depth does not start at zero in the figure while it does at the 

beginning of the modelling.  
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 6 

Abstract 7 

When applying conceptual hydrological models using a temperature index approach for 8 

snowmelt to high alpine areas often accumulation of snow during several years can be 9 

observed. Some of the reasons why these “snow towers” do not exist in nature are vertical 10 

and lateral transport processes. While snow transport models have been developed using 11 

grid cell sizes of tens to hundreds of square meters and have been applied in several 12 

catchments, no model exists using coarser cell sizes of one km². In this paper we present an 13 

approach that uses only gravity and snow density as a proxy for the age of the snow cover 14 

and land-use information to redistribute snow in the catchment of Ötztaler Ache, Austria. 15 

This transport model is implemented in the distributed rainfall-runoff model COSERO and a 16 

comparison between the standard model without using snow transportparameterization for 17 

lateral snow redistribution and the updated version is done using runoff and MODIS data for 18 

model validation. While the signal of snow redistribution can hardly be seen in the binary 19 

classification compared with MODIS, snow accumulation over several years can be 20 

prevented. In a seven year period the classic model would lead to snow accumulation of 21 

approximately 2900 mm SWE in high elevated regions whereas the updated version of the 22 

model does not show accumulation and does also predict discharge more precisely leading 23 

to a Kling-Gupta-Efficiency of 0.93 instead of 0.9. 24 

 25 

1 Introduction 26 

Conceptual models are widely used in hydrology. Examples are the HBV model (Bergström, 27 

1976)Examples are the HBV model (Bergström, 1976), PDM (Moore, 2007), GSM-SOCONT 28 

(Schaefli et al., 2005) or VIC (Wood et al., 1992) just to name a few. Many of these 29 

conceptual models use a temperature index approach to model snow melt and snow 30 

accumulation and even in some physically based models as e. g. versions of the SHE model 31 

(Bøggild et al., 1999) this method can be found. This approach has the advantage of being 32 

quite simple since it uses only temperature as input to determine whether precipitation 33 

occurs in the form of snow or rain and whether snow can be melted or not. A typical 34 

example of a temperature index method for snow modelling is the day degree approach (see 35 

for example Hock 2003).A typical example of a temperature index method for snow 36 



modelling is the day degree approach (see for example Hock 2003). A disadvantage is that 1 

snow accumulates as long as the air temperature does not rise above a certain threshold 2 

(often 0 °C) regardless of any other processes that may lead to snow melt like radiation or 3 

humidity.turbulent fluxes of latent energy. In high mountainous areas this may be the case 4 

for most days in the year leading to an intensive accumulation of snow in these areas. Many 5 

studies have tried to solve this problemIn nature, however, these accumulations are barley 6 

existent.  7 

Often wind speed and -direction are used to model snow drift (e.g. Bernhardt et al., 2009; 8 

2010; Shulski and Seeley, 2004; Winstral et al., 2002; Liston and Sturm, 1998). Also the 9 

physical based SNOWPACK model (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002) used in avalanche research 10 

uses wind to determine redistribution of snow. Unfortunately, wind fields are afflicted with 11 

errors, especially if generated by regional circulation models (RCM) for climate change 12 

scenario studies (Nikulin et al., 2011). Furthermore, these models need spatial information 13 

on a small scale of grid cells of only 100s to 1000s of square meters. However, the difficulties 14 

of snow accumulation also occur when models with coarser cell sizes are used. To our 15 

knowledge, no model for redistributing snow on a 1x1 km grid size exists. In this paper we 16 

present a simple approach to deal with snow in high mountainous regions and its application 17 

in the catchment of Ötztaler Ache in Tyrol, Austria. 18 

 19 

The reasons for that are either wind or gravitationally induced lateral snow distribution 20 

processes (Elder et al., 1991; Winstral et al., 2002). Resulting snow depths are not uniformly 21 

distributed in space but vary greatly (Helfricht et al., 2014). When changing the focus from 22 

micro (e. g. several square meters) to macro scales (e. g. one to several square kilometres), 23 

variations become less (Melvold and Skaugen, 2013). 24 

1.1 Theoretical background of snow transport processes 25 

Snow depths vary greatly even on high-resolution scales (e. g. Helfricht et al., 2014). During 26 

the accumulation period, according to Liston (2004), primarily three mechanisms are 27 

responsible for these variations: a(i) snow-canopy interactions in forest covered regions, b(ii) 28 

wind induced snow redistribution and c(iii) orographic influences on snow fall. These 29 

mechanisms influence snow patterns on scales ranging from the plot scale (i. e. several 30 

square metres) to the catchment scale (i. e. one to several square kilometres). 31 

Spatial snow cover variability beneath canopies is mainly affected by different spatial scales. 32 

Differences in tree species like evergreen gymnosperms or clear (deciduous vs coniferous 33 

trees as well as the ) influencing LAI, height and density of the canopy layer cause spatial 34 

variability of theand gap sizes (Garvelmann et al., 2013; Liston, 2004; Pomeroy et al., 2002). 35 



Besides the impact of vegetation, wind is the most dominant factor influencing snow 1 

patterns in alpine terrain. Snow is transported from exposed ridges to the lee side of these 2 

ridges, valleys and vegetation covered areas (Essery et al., 1999; Liston and Sturm, 1998). 3 

One has to be aware, that besides of the physical transport of solid snow wind also 4 

stimulates sublimation processes (e. g. Liston and Sturm, 1998)(Essery et al., 1999; Liston 5 

and Sturm, 1998; Rutter et al., 2009; Winstral et al., 2002). One has to be aware that besides 6 

of the physical transport of solid snow wind also stimulates sublimation processes (Liston 7 

and Sturm, 1998; Strasser et al., 2008). Wind influences snow depth distributions on scales 8 

of some 100s to 1000 square metres (Dadic et al., 2010a). 9 

The third mechanism influences snow patterns on a larger scale of one to several kilometres 10 

(e.  g. Barros and Lettenmaier, 1994). Non-uniform snow distributions are caused by 11 

interactions of the atmosphere (air pressure, humidity, atmospheric stability) with 12 

topography (Liston, 2004). 13 

In addition to these processes, avalanches play a role in snow redistribution (Lehning and 14 

Fierz, 2008; Lehning et al., 2002; Sovilla et al., 2010). In steep terrain, avalanches depend 15 

mainly on the slope angle and are capable of transporting large snow masses over distances 16 

of tens to hundreds of metres (Dadic et al., 2010b; Sovilla et al., 2010). 17 

During the ablation period, spatial snow distributions are mainly influenced by differences in 18 

snow melt behavioursbehaviour. On the northern hemisphere snowmelt fromon south-19 

facing slopes isrates of snow melt are generally higher than snowmelt onenhanced 20 

compared to north-facing slopes due to the inclination of radiation. Also vegetation 21 

influences melting behavioursbehaviour. Shading reduces snowmelt whereascompared to 22 

direct sunlight. Enhanced emitted long wave radiation due to warm bare rocks or trees 23 

increases it (Garvelmann et al., 2013; Pohl et al., 2014). 24 

1.2 Modelling approaches 25 

A common approach avoiding intensive accumulation of snow is editing the meteorological 26 

input (Dettinger et al., 2004). For instance, many models use a constant yet adjustable lapse 27 

rate for interpolating temperature with elevation (Holzmann et al., 2010; Koboltschnig et al., 28 

2008). Besides temperature, precipitation gradients are often adjusted to fit observed and 29 

modelled target variables (e. g. snow patterns or runoff) (Huss et al., 2009b; Schöber et al., 30 

2014). Justification for doing so is the general lack of gauging stations in the summit regions 31 

(Daly et al., 1994, 2008) along with the high error of precipitation gauges (Rasmussen et al., 32 

2011; Williams et al., 1998). An approach presented by Jackson (1994) defining a 33 

precipitation correction matrix was successfully applied in several studies (Farinotti et al., 34 

2010; Huss et al., 2009a). Scipión et al. (2013) however identified significant discrepancies 35 

between precipitation patterns obtained by a Doppler X-band radar and the final seasonal 36 



snow accumulation which may serve as a proxy for seasonally accumulated precipitation on 1 

the ground.  2 

Models trying to deal with accumulations apart of input corrections may be classified into 3 

two major approaches. One is to model snow distribution patterns process-oriented the 4 

other approach is empirical. Examples for process oriented model are SNOWPACK (Bartelt 5 

and Lehning, 2002) used in avalanche research or SnowTran3D (Liston et al., 2007; Liston 6 

and Sturm, 1998). Empirical models use the fact, that snow patterns resemble each other 7 

every year (Helfricht et al., 2012, 2014). The presented paper concentrates on the empirical 8 

approach. 9 

Helfricht et al. (2012) used airborne LiDAR measurements to determine snow accumulation 10 

gradients for elevation bands in the Ötztaler Alps. These could be used to improve 11 

hydrological models regarding snow cover distributions and subsequently to achieve better 12 

runoff predictions. LiDAR data, however, are relatively expensive. Often wind speed 13 

and -direction are used to model snow drift (e.g. Bernhardt et al., 2009; 2010; Shulski and 14 

Seeley, 2004; Winstral et al., 2002; Liston and Sturm, 1998). Also the physical based 15 

SNOWPACK model (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002) uses wind to determine redistribution of 16 

snow. Kirchner et al. (2014) concluded from LiDAR measurements in combination with 17 

meteorological stations in a catchment in California, USA that wind measurements from only 18 

one meteorological station are of too poor quality for a useful description of wind fields for 19 

snow transport. Unfortunately, wind fields generated by regional circulation models (RCM) 20 

for climate change scenario studies are prone to errors, too (Nikulin et al., 2011). In addition 21 

models using wind have in common that they are computationally intensive as they require 22 

data in high spatial resolution 100 to 1000s of square metres. Schöber et al. (2014) 23 

combined gravitational and wind induced snow transport using a distributed energy balance 24 

model with a resolution of 50x50 m. 25 

However, the difficulties of snow accumulation also occur when models with coarser cell 26 

sizes are applied. To our knowledge, no model for redistributing snow on a 1x1 km grid size 27 

exists. In this paper we present a simple approach to deal with snow in high mountainous 28 

regions and its application in the catchment of Ötztaler Ache in Tyrol, Austria. The main 29 

focus however is achieving a better model efficiency regarding discharge. 30 

 31 

2 Model description 32 

2.1 Hydrological Model COSERO 33 

COSERO is a spatially distributed conceptual hydrological model which is similar to the HBV 34 

model (Bergström, 1976).(Bergström, 1976). In the presented paper it uses 1x1 km grid cells. 35 



Originally developed for modelling discharge of the Austrian rivers Enns and Steyer 1 

(Nachtnebel et al., 1993), it has recently been used for different purposes like climate 2 

change studies (e. g. Kling et al., 2012, 2014b; Stanzel and Nachtnebel, 2010)(e. g. Kling et 3 

al., 2012, 2014b; Stanzel and Nachtnebel, 2010), investigating the role of evapotranspiration 4 

in high alpine regions (Herrnegger et al., 2012) and operational runoff forecasting (Stanzel et 5 

al., 2008). Potential evapotranspiration is calculated using the Thornthwaite method 6 

(Thornthwaite, 1948).(Thornthwaite, 1948). Discharge due to rainfall and snow-/ice melt is 7 

estimated using the same non-linear function of soil moisture as the original HBV. In this 8 

study, the model is run using daily time steps however it is capable of using hourly or 9 

monthly time steps. In the latter case, intra-monthly variations are considered for snow and 10 

interception processes as well as for soil moisture (Kling et al., 2014a)(Kling et al., 2014a). A 11 

schematic overview of the model is given by Fig. 1 and a detailed description of the model 12 

can be found in Kling et al. (2014a)Kling et al. (2014a), where the model was applied to 13 

several catchments across Europe, Africa and Australia. In this study, snow parameters were 14 

not calibrated and therefore the snow module is not fully explained in detail. This will be 15 

done in the following. Equations (1) to (7However, in Kling et al. (2014a) snow parameters 16 

were not calibrated and therefore the snow module is not fully explained in detail in their 17 

paper. This will be done in the following. Equations (1) to (7) and (10) were taken from the 18 

original model by Stanzel and Nachtnebel (2010), all other methods were developed in 19 

thisStanzel and Nachtnebel (2010), all other methods were developed in the presented 20 

study. 21 

Numerous studies have shown that sub-grid variability of snow depths can be described by a 22 

two parameter log-normal distribution (e. g. Donald et al., 1995; Pomeroy et al., 1998). This 23 

distribution can be interpreted as a description of small scale snow distribution processes. 24 

COSERO uses five snow classes per cell to approximate this lognormal distribution under 25 

accumulation conditions. Each of these classes acts autonomously in the sense of melting, 26 

refreezing and sublimating. A scheme of the snow cover is illustrated in Fig. 2.COSERO uses 27 

five snow classes per cell to approximate this sub-grid log-normal distribution under 28 

accumulation conditions (see Fig. 2 b)), i. e. snowfall is distributed log-normally into snow 29 

classes. This distribution can be interpreted as a statistical description of snow distribution 30 

processes taking place at smaller scales than the 1x1 km grid (Pomeroy et al., 1998), i. e. 31 

influence of curvature, shelter or vegetation (Hiemstra et al., 2006). The properties of each 32 

class may be unique as equations (1) to (13) apply to every snow class separately. 33 

Consequently the log-normal distribution within a grid cell may be disturbed by the 34 

processes of melting, sublimation, refreezing and redistribution to other grid cells. Once 35 

fallen, snow redistribution between the snow classes within a single grid cell is not 36 

considered. A scheme of the composition of a snow class is illustrated in Fig. 2 a). The snow 37 

water equivalent (SSWEt) of a given day t per class is calculated by Eq. (1) where PRt and PSt are 38 

fluidliquid and solid precipitation in mm, respectively, Mt is snow melt and ESt is sublimation 39 

of snow. All variables are given in mm SWE. 40 



���� = ������ + �� + �� −!" − #�"       (1) 1 

Snow melt is calculated by a temperature index approach (see for example Hock 2003). Eq. 2 2 

is used: 3 

!" = $%&'����; �� × * × +�,� + -. × +�,�/Snow melt is calculated by a temperature 4 

index approach (see for example Hock 2003). Eq. (2) is used: 5 

!" = $%&'����; �� ∙ * ∙ +�,� + -. ∙ +�,�/     (2) 6 

where Mt is snowmelt in mm, ε is the quotient of specific heat of water and melting energy, TAIRTAIRt is the 7 
(mean) daily air temperature in °C and Dft [mm °C-1] is the snow melt factor of a given day t estimated by Eq. 8 
(3): 9 

-. = 0−123 04 × 56
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     (3) 11 

with 12 

!��=" = @
-��= , �.BCDE ≥ �G�,H

!��="�� + '��=I�J��/9 , �.BCDE < �G�,H     (4) 13 

where J is the Julian day of the year, [-], DU and DL are the upper and lower boundaries of Df 14 

in mm °C-1, respectively, and MRED [-] is a reduction factor to account for the higher albedo 15 

caused by freshly fallen snow calculated by Eq. (4). SCRIT is the critical snow depth of fresh 16 

snow in mm necessary to increase the albedo, whereas Sfresh is the actual snow depth of 17 

fresh snow in mm. fallen within one time step. For fresh snow depth larger than SCRIT, Df is 18 

lowered to a reduced melting factor DRED.  [-]. 19 

Whether precipitation occurs in form of snow or rain is controlled by two parameters TPS and 20 

TPR, defining the temperature range where snow and rain occur simultaneously. At and 21 

above temperature TRP precipitation is pure liquid, at and below TPS precipitation is pure 22 

solid. In between those two boundaries, the proportion of solid to liquid precipitation is 23 

estimated linearly. 24 

For the estimation of snow sublimation, Eq. (5) is used, where ESP refers to potential 25 

sublimation of snow in mm, EP is the potential evapotranspiration in mm and ER is a 26 

correction factor to reduce EP. Sublimation is considered only for snow classes actually 27 

covered by snow. Hence, if a grid cell is partly snow free (due to melting) sublimation is 28 

estimated for the snow covered part only. For the uncovered classes evapotranspiration 29 

according to the Thornthwaite method is applied. 30 

#�L" = #L × #� ∙ #�         (5) 31 



The snow cover in COSERO is treated as porous medium and therefore is able to store a 1 

certain amount of liquid water (Sl) in dependency of the snow pack density (ρ) calculated 2 

using Eq. (6). 3 

�M" = '����" − �M"��/ × '�M��� − N� − ����O × �M�/ ∙ '�M��� − N� − ����O ∙ �M�/ 4 

   (6) 5 

Where SlMAX is the maximum water holding capacity at the maximum snow density of the 6 

snow pack ρMAX [g cmkg m-3] and Slρ describes the decrease of water holding capacity with 7 

increasing snow density ρ in cm³ gm³ kg-1. 8 

At negative air temperatures, retained melt water has the ability to refreeze in the snow 9 

pack. The potential amount of refrozen water (SR) is estimated by Eq. (7), where Rf is the 10 

refreezing factor. As long as there is enough fluidliquid water in the snow pack, actual 11 

refreezing will be equal to potential refreezing.  12 

�� = P. × '+�,� × N−1O/ ∙ 0+�,� ∙ N−1O:       13 

 (7) 14 

Refrozen water is treated in the same way as snow. The amount of water leaving the snow 15 

cover then equals snowmelt minus retained water. 16 

Snow density (ρ)(ρt) of each class is calculated using a sigmoid function shown in Eqs. (8) and 17 

(9) where ρmaxMAXf and ρminMIN are the respective maximum and minimum values of ρ, TAIR is 18 

the temperature of the air mass above the snow layer and ρscale and Tscale are scaling 19 

coefficients to calculate a transition temperature (Ttr) for the estimation of the snow density. 20 

Herby, ρscale adjusts the slope of the function, whereas Tscale is responsible for a shift on the 21 

x-axis. These two parameters are set to fixed values of 1.2 and 1, respectively. The solution 22 

of Eqs. (8) and (9) is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a range of typical air temperatures, where 23 

snowfall occurs. Already fallen snow can reach a higher density then fresh snow. Its density 24 

is calculated using a settling constant until the maximum density is reached. This settling is 25 

only dependent on time.(ρMAX) than fresh snow. Its density is calculated using a time settling 26 

constant (ρSET, derived from Riley et al., 1973) until the maximum density is reached (Eq. 10). 27 

� = N���� − ��,RO × � HST��NHSO� + 1� × �" = N����U − ��,RO ∙ � HST��NHSO� + 1� ∙ 0.5 + ��,R28 

    (8) 29 

with 30 

+"B = H�YI�Z[\]^
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���� = ���	∙������������ ��������	�         (10) 1 

The COSERO model considers both snow and glacier ice melt processes. Ice melt (MICE) is 2 

computed by means of a day degree method (see Eq. 1011) and uses separate parameter 3 

sets. Here, DICE refers to the ice melt factor in mm °C-1. A prerequisite of ice melt is the full 4 

depletion of the overlying snow cover. Spatial information of glaciers are taken from the 5 

Randolph Glacier Inventory version 3.2 (Arendt et al., 2012).  6 

!,G� = -,G� × +�,� ∙ +�,�          (11) 7 

2.2 Snow transport model  8 

Several authors reported that the slope angle has an important influence on snow depths 9 

(Bernhardt and Schulz, 2010; Kirchner et al., 2014; Schöber et al., 2014). The model 10 

redistributes snow only to grid cells providing the steepest slope (acceptor cell) in the direct 11 

neighbourhood of the raster cell it searches from (donor cell). Only downward 12 

transportation is considered. If more than one cell showsshow the same (largest) difference 13 

in elevation, the amount of donated snow is distributed equally to the number of acceptor 14 

cells. The actual amount of snow being redistributed depends on the steepness of the slope, 15 

the age of the snow cover, considered by the density of snow, the type of land cover of the 16 

donor cell and the snow depth onof the donor cell. The drier (lighter, less dense) the snow 17 

coverpack the higher the portion which is available for the redistribution routine (Eq. 12). 18 

The13). Thus the maximum density of snow, which is to be set as a model parameter and has 19 

the standard value of 0.45 g/cm³, acts as a determines the threshold wherefor snow is 20 

unable to be movedredistribution. The availability of snow for transport is determined by a 21 

vegetation-based threshold value (Hv) for each class of land cover. This value can also be 22 

interpreted as a roughness coefficient for areas, where no or hardly any vegetation is 23 

present like in alpine and nival elevations. If the snow depth (S [mm]) of a snow class of a 24 

raster cell exceeds Hv [mm], snow transport from that cell is activated and redistribution is 25 

calculated by solving Eqs. (12) and (13).  26 

����� = $abN�= − cd; 0O × e� × �
∑� ×∙ e� ∙ �∑� ∙ g      (12) 27 

With 28 
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   (13) 30 

Where SSWESSWEA is the amount of snow water equivalent that is redistributed from the 31 

donor cell (D) to the available acceptor cell(s) (A), ρD is the density of snow onin the donor 32 



cell, ρMAX is the possible maximum density of snow, α is the angle of the slope between the 1 

donor and acceptor cells in degree and C is a correction coefficient that can be calibrated.  2 

Since other geomorphological properties than slope angle influencing snow patterns are 3 

most important on scales smaller than the grid size of COSERO (see section 1.1), slope was 4 

selected as driving force for the model. One has to be aware that this is a simplification and 5 

under realistic conditions snow might not necessarily be transported only on the steepest 6 

route (Bernhardt and Schulz, 2010; Winstral et al., 2002).  7 

Fig. 4 illustrates the shape of the distribution coefficient fp as a function of different 8 

elevation gradients between the acceptor and donor cells and of the snow density. OnIn 9 

acceptor cells redistributed snow is treated as fresh snow in the sense, that it is distributed 10 

to the snow classes according to the log-normal distribution. 11 

The model is organized in form of a loop starting at the highest grid cell (summit region) and 12 

ending at the lowest cell (outlet of the catchment). That assures that snow cannot be 13 

redistributed into already processed grid cells. Snow will be transported downslope as long 14 

as the slope is great enough to allow for transportation given that the density of snow is low 15 

enough. Therefore snow accumulates rather in flat regions of the catchment. A similar 16 

approach was used in the SnowSlide model (Bernhardt and Schulz, 2010). The concept of the 17 

redistribution model is sketched in Fig. 5. Note that although snow depths in the highest cell 18 

are prevented by the model, the number of snow covered cells remains the same.  19 

 20 

3 Case study in the catchment the Ötztaler Ache, Tyrol, Austria 21 

3.1 Catchment description 22 

The catchment of Ötztaler Ache at gauge Huben, situated in western Austria at the Italian 23 

border, covers an area of 511 km² and has an altitudinal range between 1185 m a.s.l at the 24 

gauge at Huben and 3770 m a.s.l at its highest peaks. Due to the use of a 1x1 km gridded 25 

DEM, the highest grid cell has a mean elevation of 3450 m a.s.l, whereas the lowest cell has 26 

an elevation of 1250 m a.s.l. (Fig. 5). About 30 % of its area is covered by vegetation, mainly 27 

pastures and meadows. Glaciers cover about 19 % leading to an annual ice melt contribution 28 

of about 25 % of the total runoff at Huben, while 41 % of the discharge has its origin in 29 

snowmelt (Weber et al., 2010). Table 1 gives an overview of the land cover. 30 

3.2 Input data 31 

Gridded meteorological data of precipitation and air temperature are required to run the 32 

model. These data are provided by the INCA dataset (Haiden et al., 2011)These data are 33 

provided by the INCA dataset (Haiden et al., 2011) allowing a direct use in the model without 34 



the need for pre-processing. INCA data are available since 2003. However, in 2003 and 2004, 1 

they are afflicted with errors. Therefore, these years have been used as a warm-up period 2 

for the model. In the subsequent years no correction of meteorological data was done since 3 

INCA already accounts for elevation gradients regarding air temperature and precipitation. 4 

Six land use classes were derived from the most recent CORINE data set (CLC2006 version 5 

17, see EEA, 1995). These classes and their fractures in the catchment of Ötztaler Ache are 6 

given byin Table 1. It should be pointed out, that neither radiation nor wind speed or wind 7 

directory-direction data are necessary to run the model. 8 

3.3 Model calibration 9 

The hydrological model was calibrated during the period from 2005 to 2008 using a 10 

Rosenbrock’s automated optimization routine (Rosenbrock, 1963). Target of the calibration 11 

was a good fit of runoff using the Kling-Gupta-Model-Efficiency (Kling and Gupta, 2009; Kling 12 

et al., 2012) as objective function. Validation period was in the years 2009 and 2010. Both 13 

calibration and validation have been done with and without using the snow drift module. In 14 

the following model A refers to the model using snow transport, whereas model B stands for 15 

the classic model. Vegetation threshold values for snow detention were taken from previous 16 

studies (Liston and Sturm, 1998; Prasad et al., 2001). These are given by Table 1. For 17 

evaluation, besides runoff in the validation period, snow cover data from MODIS (8 day 18 

maximum snow cover, version 5) satellite images (Hall et al., 2002) were used to compare 19 

the performance of both models. 20 

 21 

4 Results 22 

4.1 Discharge 23 

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of total discharge using model A and B at the gauge Huben for the 24 

year 2006. Both models result in similar quality criteria in the calibration as well as in the 25 

validation period (see Table 2). The hydrological model was calibrated for the period from 26 

2005 to 2008 using a Rosenbrock’s automated optimization routine (Rosenbrock, 1960). 27 

Although the model is rich of parameters, the vast majority of them have been estimated a 28 

priori according to literature (Liston and Sturm, 1998; Prasad et al., 2001) and previous work 29 

on the model (Fuchs, 2005; Kling, 2006; Nachtnebel et al., 2009). In the snow model 30 

including snow redistribution only six parameters have been calibrated: upper and lower 31 

boundaries of snow melt factors DU and DL, respectively, the threshold values that control 32 

the range where liquid and solid precipitation occur simultaneously (TPR, TPS), the standard 33 

deviation of the log-normal distribution of snow depth in one grid cell (NVAR) and the 34 

calibration parameter for snow redistribution C. This limits problems due to equifinality 35 



issues. For a more detailed description of equifinality issues see the supplements of this 1 

article. The target of the calibration was a good fit of runoff using the Kling-Gupta-Model-2 

Efficiency (Gupta et al., 2009; Kling et al., 2012) as objective function. The model was 3 

validated for the years 2009 and 2010. Both calibration and validation have been done with 4 

and without using the snow drift module. In the following model A refers to the model using 5 

snow transport, whereas model B stands for the classic model. Vegetation threshold values 6 

for snow detention were taken from previous studies (Liston and Sturm, 1998; Prasad et al., 7 

2001). These are given in Table 1. Maximum snow density was assumed 450 kg m-3 which 8 

matches long term snow measurements (Jonas et al., 2009; Schöber et al., 2014). For 9 

evaluation, besides runoff in the validation period, snow cover data from MODIS (8 day 10 

maximum snow cover, version 5) satellite images (Hall et al., 2002) were used to compare 11 

the performance of both models. 12 

 13 

4 Results 14 

4.1 Discharge 15 

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of total discharge using model A and B at the gauge Huben for the 16 

year 2006. Both models result in similar quality criteria in the calibration as well as in the 17 

validation period (see Table 2). Nevertheless, the model efficiency could be improved by 18 

0.05 in the calibration period and 0.02 in the validation period by accounting for lateral snow 19 

transport. Maximum differences in the mean daily discharges between the two models 20 

reach up to 2 mm per day (which equals to 12.1 m³/³ s-1) leading to a relative difference of 21 

minus 9 up to 44 % of model A in respect to model B. In total, model A generates a surplus of 22 

about 300 mm more discharge in five years than model B (Fig. 7).  23 

4.2 Parameter equifinality 24 

Since the model uses several parameters that need calibration it suffers from equifinality 25 

issues. To investigate those issues, Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out varying 26 

the snow relevant parameters that cannot be estimated a priori. Since the aim of this paper 27 

is snow transport, the results of the Monte Carlo simulations can be found in the 28 

supplements of this article. 29 

4.24.3 Spatially distributed snow cover data 30 

Fig. 8 compares model A and B with MODIS data. Both the accumulation period in winter 31 

and the ablation period in spring and summer are represented well by both models. So are 32 

cold periods in summer, where the snow line descents and therefore larger parts in the 33 

catchment are covered by a snow layer, meaning that only little effect of the transport 34 



model can be noticed comparing model A and B with MODIS data and both models show 1 

similar model efficiencies (Table 2). 2 

4.34.4 Snow accumulation 3 

The main reason for developing a snow transport model was the prevention of “snow 4 

towers” – accumulation of snow over several years in high mountainous regions. Fig. 9 5 

presents model behaviour of model A and B with respect to the accumulation of snow in 6 

elevations above 2800 m a.s.l. This elevation was chosen because here none of the models 7 

indicates snow accumulation for more than one year and therefore snow accumulation in 8 

lower altitudes is no problem. AfterBy the end of seven years of modelling, model B shows 9 

snow depths of approx. 2900 mm SWE in elevations above 3400 m a.s.l. whereas model A 10 

does hardly show any accumulation behaviour in these altitudes. Note that in Fig. 9 only 11 

model results from 2005 to 2010 are shown while the warm-up period is missing due to a 12 

better perceptibility. Therefore snow depth does not start at zero in the figure while it does 13 

at the beginning of the modelling. Spatially distributed net loss and gain of snow for all raster 14 

cells within the period of one year in the watershed are presented in Fig.  10. 15 

 16 

5 Discussion 17 

5.1 Discharge 18 

In spring, at the beginning of the melting season, higher runoff is generated by model A due 19 

to a larger amount of snow in lower altitudes (see Fig. 7). Later in the year enhanced glacier 20 

melt is mainly responsible for higher discharge rates. About 200 mm have their origin in 21 

enhanced snowmelt, while the remaining 100 mm originate in amplified melt of glaciers. 22 

AssignedSince glacier cover about 19.4 % of the catchment’s area 100 mm of additional 23 

runoff with respect to the glaciated area in the basin,total catchment size this leads to an 24 

additional loss of 500 mm of glaciers.glacier thickness. The reason for this is transport of 25 

snow in warmer altitudes and therefore no or less remaining snow in the catchment. This 26 

leads to earlier and more snow free glacier surfaces producing more runoff due to glacier 27 

melt (see Fig. 7) and explains the peak in July and August in runoff difference. 28 

5.2 Spatially distributed snow cover data 29 

In Fig. 8 only little differences between model A and B can be distinguished. Reasons for this 30 

lay in the threshold due to vegetation and roughness of the surface. Grid cells covering the 31 

summits only donate snow to their respective acceptor cells. However, a certain amount of 32 

snow is held back according to the threshold due to vegetation and roughness of the 33 

surface. As indicated in Fig. 5 grid cells nested in the intermediate slope regions receive and 34 



donate snow at the same time. Thus their snow depth changes little if comparing model A 1 

and model B. In flat valley regions, grid cells only receive snow but are unable to donate it 2 

further downward. Here, relatively high air temperature values often allow for melting. 3 

Satellite based snow cover information by MODIS are binary and so is the model output for 4 

comparing these results. Even if snow is transported to other cells, a residual of snow 5 

remains on the donor cell. In a binary system, no difference can be distinguished between 6 

cells holding much or little snow. 7 

5.3 Snow accumulation 8 

While using model B, the higher the elevation the more snow is situated on. However, model 9 

A shows less pronouncespronounced and in some time periods even contrary behaviour in 10 

the upper altitudes (see Fig. 9). This is a result of the slope dependency of the distribution 11 

model that transports morethe amount of snow ondistributed to other grid cells is greater 12 

slopes. Sincewith increasing vertical distance to the downward grid cell. In general and in the 13 

Ötztal as well mountains, in general, are steeper at their peaks and more shallow in the 14 

lower parts,summit regions than at the bottom (see Fig. 5). Consequently in the summit 15 

regions snow will be preferably be transported from the peak cell over a steep slope to the 16 

adjacent cell which normally has a moderate slope to its downward neighbour.eroded while 17 

it accumulates at the rather flat valleys where the vertical distances between the grid cells 18 

are less than at the peaks. This does reflect snow accumulations that can be observed in 19 

nature where peakssummits might be nearly snow free in spring while in shallowerflatter 20 

parts are still covered by awith snow layer. While the raster cells covering peak regions act 21 

as donators only those cells located on slopes may receive and distribute snow at the same 22 

time (Fig. 10). Valley regions only receive snow. However, due to the binary nature of MODIS 23 

data, the spatial snow depth distribution cannot be validated with observed satellite based 24 

data. 25 

The impactsmaller the portion of transported snow decreases with increasinghigh altitude 26 

areas in a catchment area when larger parts ofcompared to the total catchment are on low 27 

elevations where snow accumulation does not play anarea the less important roleis snow 28 

redistribution for modelling discharge. If focussing on therunoff. This ratio of summit regions 29 

to total catchment size is normally smaller for bigger catchments. The catchment of river Inn 30 

at gauge Oberaudorf, which, for instance, covers an area of about 10000 km²,² yet only 733 31 

km² are located at elevations where intensive snow accumulations and mobilizations occur 32 

(above 2800 m a.s.l.). In the Ötztal basin 204 out of 511 km² are located higher than 33 

2800 m a.s.l. If model A is applied to the catchment of river Inn in five years of modelling 34 

about 15 mm SWE (with respect to the entire river basin) remain in the catchment due to 35 

snow accumulation processes instead of 300 mm in the Ötztal. These information are with 36 

respect to the total catchment areaThis may be the main reason why snow redistribution is 37 

often not considered in hydrological models at larger scales. 38 



 1 

6 Conclusions 2 

A model for redistribution of snow on a coarse 1x1 km raster has been developed and tested 3 

in the catchment of Ötztaler Ache, Austria. While only little improvement of snow cover 4 

compared to MODIS data could be achieved, appearance of “snow towers” in high altitudes 5 

could be prevented. In terms of discharge at the outlet of the basin, both models show good 6 

results. However, the efficiency of model A (KGE) could be improved by 0.05 in the 7 

calibration and by 0.02 in the validation period. With respect to the entire watershed area 8 

the model using snow redistribution generates about 200 mm more runoff originated from 9 

snowmelt in five years than without considering this process. This does not only affect the 10 

water balance of the catchment but also amplifies glacier melt about 500 mm in five years, 11 

with respect to glaciated areas, due to longer time periods where glacier surfaces are fully 12 

snow free. 13 

Although snow accumulation behaviour of model A is more realistic than model B snow 14 

accumulation can still be observed in the highest elevations zone (see Fig. 9). This problem 15 

might be solved using higher correction coefficients for grid cells in this elevation level or by 16 

accounting for snow metamorphosis. The influence of the highest elevation class 17 

(> 3400 m a.s.l.) on both the hydrograph and snow covered area however is very small, since 18 

this elevation level is represented by only four grid cells. Consequently the objective function 19 

during calibration using an automated optimization routine like Rosenbook’s routine does 20 

not differ much when underestimating the correction coefficient in these grid cells. 21 

The integration of a snow transport module promotes the demand, that models work “right 22 

for the right reasons” and is an attempt to integrate more real process understanding into 23 

the model approach. Further work needs to be carried out with respect to validation of 24 

spatially distributed snow patterns. For this purpose, satellite images from Landsat might be 25 

of use providing a higher spatial resolution than MODIS. 26 

 27 

Even though the vast majority of parameters were estimated a priori in this work, 28 

equifinality remains an issue. But redistribution of snow requires only two additional 29 

parameters but allows for narrower boundaries of the snow melt factors (see supplements 30 

of this article). However, more work needs to be carried out to account for that issue.  31 
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Table 1. Land use classes used in COSERO (derived from CORINE land cover data) and their 1 
proportion in the Ötztal. Snow holding capacities Hv for each type of land use are taken from 2 
(Liston and Sturm, 1998; Prasad et al., 2001). 3 

Land use class proportion [%] Snow holding capacity Hv 

Build-up areas 1.2     100 

Pastures and meadows 20.9 500 

Coniferous forests 8.1 2500 

Sparsely vegetated areas 20.9 300 

Bare rocks 29.5 200 

Glaciers 19.4 200 

4 



Table 2. Comparison of performances of model A and B with respect to snow cover and 1 
runoff. For snow cover coefficient of determination (R²) was used, whereas Kling-Gupta-2 
Efficiency (Kling and Gupta, 2009)For snow cover coefficient of determination (R²) was 3 
used, whereas Kling-Gupta-Efficiency (Gupta et al., 2009) was used for runoff. Note, that 4 
snow cover was not used as calibration criterion. 5 

 Calibration Validation 

 Snow cover 

(R²) 

Runoff 

(KGE) 

Snow cover 

(R²) 

Runoff 

(KGE) 

MODEL A 0.78 0.93 0.74 0.92 

MODEL B 0.70 0.88 0.66 0.90 

6 
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the conceptual model COSERO. Potential evapotranspiration is 3 

estimated using the Thornthwaite method (Thornthwaite, 1948). White parts represent 4 

distributed processes, greyish parts are calculated on a subbasin scale. Snow transport is 5 

implemented in the snow cover module.  6 
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the snow cover in COSERO. Everya) Composition of one snow 3 

class. Vegetation or surface roughness defines the threshold value (HV) to hold back an 4 

amount of snow. b) View of one grid cell consists ofincluding five snow classes each of which 5 

each is composed in the way described but acts autonomously with respect to shown in a). 6 

Snowfall is distributed log-normally throughout the classes (dashed lines in b)). This 7 

distribution may be disturbed by subsequent processes of melting, refreezing, sublimating 8 

and redistribution to other grid cells and sublimation. Snow redistribution between the snow 9 

classes of the same grid cell is not considered. Note that snow depth S is given in mm while 10 

all other parameters regarding snow are given in mm SWE.  11 
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Figure 3. Estimation of the density of snow using Eqs. (8) and (9). Minimum and maximum 3 

densities of thefresh snow cover are 0.1100 and 0.300 kg m-3, respectively. Standard values 4 

for ρscale and Tscale are 1.2 and 1, respectively.  5 
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Figure 4. Shapes of the distribution coefficient in dependency of different slope angles and 3 

snow densities. When using an 1x1 km raster, slopes greater than 35° hardly exist. If cold 4 

snow with a density of 0.1100 kg m-3 is located on a slope of 35°, a portion of 25% of the 5 

available snow is transported to the neighbour cell. If the snow density reaches its maximum 6 

value, no transport occurs regardless of the slope.  7 
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Figure 5. Conceptual snow accumulations in mountainous regions without (a) and with (b) 3 

considering lateral snow transport processes. Dotted blocks represent exaggerated snow 4 

accumulations. Applying the redistribution model snow is transported from the highest grid 5 

cell to its neighbour where it is treated like solid precipitation. From this grid cell a portion of 6 

snow gets transported to the downward neighbour again and so forth until either the terrain 7 

is too flat or snow depths do not exceed the threshold for vegetation (see Fig. 4). 8 

Consequently less snow remains in the summit region whereas lower grid cells show 9 

enhanced accumulation. Underneath the melting level snow does not accumulate due to 10 

melting. This behaviour is sketched in the plots in both a) and b). Although snow depths in 11 

the summits are lower, the amount of snow covered cells remains similar.  12 
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Figure 6. Elevation levels of the Ötztal using a 1x1 km grid. Frequency distribution of slope 3 

angles derived from 1x1 km grid are shown (upper left). Slopes in general are steeper in the 4 

summit regions than in the valleys. However, glacier covered areas at the summits are rather 5 

flat. Note that instead of the average slope of a grid cell only steepest vertical gradients are 6 

plotted.  7 
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Figure 7. Specific runoff at the outlet at Huben is modelled with (model A) and without 3 

(model B) using the snow redistribution routine. In the early snow melt period, more runoff 4 

is generated by model A because snow accumulates rather in lower than in higher levels. In 5 

summer, enhanced glacier melt leads to more runoff by model A.  6 
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Figure 8. Accumulated differences (model A minus model B) in discharge at gauge Huben. 3 

Using model B, about 300 mm SWE in five years are remaining in the catchment due to snow 4 

accumulation processes and less glacier melt.    5 
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Figure 9. Snow cover in 2009 modelled by both model A and B compared with MODIS data. 3 

Reason of the little difference is the vegetation threshold. Even if snow is being transported, 4 

a residual of snow remains onin the donor cell resulting in the cell marked as snow covered. 5 

(see concept of the model in Fig. 5). Error bars refer to uncertainties due to cloud coverage. 6 
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Figure 10. Behaviour of snow accumulation and melt of model A (a) and B (b) in the upper 3 

elevations. Model B leads to “snow towers” of approx. 2900 mm SWE in regions above 4 

3400 m a.s.l. in seven years of modelling, whereas model A does not show such behaviour. 5 

OnIn elevations lower 2800 m a.s.l. neither model A nor B show accumulation behaviour. 6 

Note that model results are shown from 2005 to 2010 without the warm-up period. for 7 

clarity reasons. Therefore snow depth does not start at zero in the figure while it does at the 8 

beginning of the modelling.   9 
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Figure 11. Net snow deposition in the catchment during the time period of one year. 3 

Negative values refer to a net loss, positive to a net gain of snow. Raster cells in the peak 4 

regions act as donor cells and do not receive any snow whereas lower cells may act as donor 5 

and acceptor in the same time. For visualisation the free available oe3d DEM (Rechenraum, 6 

2014) was used.Note that, since only the net deposition of snow is shown, values cannot be 7 

linked to snow depths at the end of the time period. 8 
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Monte Carlo simulations to investigate equifinality issues 4 

In this supplement we describe a Monte Carlo approach to investigate equifinality issues on 5 

the snow transport model implemented in the hydrological model COSERO (Nachtnebel et 6 

al., 1993). The snow module of the hydrological model COSERO uses 15 parameters. 7 

Considering lateral snow transport adds two more parameters, namely Hv for snow holding 8 

capacity due to vegetation and roughness of the terrain and C for adjusting snow transport. 9 

The majority of the parameters however can be estimated a priori on the basis of literature 10 

or expertise of the modeller. Nevertheless, equifinality remains an issue, as it does in every 11 

model that uses parameters that need calibration. 12 

Description of the Monte Carlo approach 13 

In a Monte Carlo simulation of 20000 runs, six parameters that are difficult to be estimated a 14 

priori were varied within their meaningful boundaries. These parameters were DL and DU, TPR 15 

and TPS, NVAR and C. DL and DU refer to the respective lower and upper boundaries of the 16 

snow melt factor. TPR and TPS control the temperature range where liquid and solid 17 

precipitation occur simultaneously. At and above temperature TRP precipitation is pure 18 

liquid, at and below TPS precipitation is pure solid. In between those two boundaries, the 19 

proportion of solid to liquid precipitation is estimated linearly. NVAR determines the standard 20 

deviation of the log-normal distribution that is used to describe sub-grid variability of snow 21 

depths within a grid cell and C is a correction coefficient for adjusting the transport rate to 22 

the adjacent grid cell(s).  23 

Instead of generating random values for each parameter in each grid cell, random delta 24 

values have been generated. Those apply to parameters in every cell that have been found 25 

during the calibration procedure using Rosenbrock’s automated optimization routine 26 

(Rosenbrock, 1960). The spatial parameter distribution is based on process based 27 

assumptions. For instance, values for DU and DL depend on the elevation, slope and the land-28 

use of a grid cell. The minimum and maximum values found by this are given in Table 1. 29 

Applying only delta values to the parameters has the advantage that the spatial relationship 30 

of the distributed parameters can be preserved. For instance, higher values for NVAR are 31 

assigned to grid cells that have a high vertical gradient than for flat grid cells. 32 

Some constraints were considered for generating random parameter sets: (1) In none of the 33 

grid cell DL can drop below zero and (2) DU always needs to be higher than DL. (3) The 34 

maximum valid value of DU is assumed to be 10 mm °C-1 d-1. (4) TPR needs to be higher than 35 

TPS and (5) TPR cannot be below 0 °C or above 4 °C. (6) NVAR cannot drop below 0 and cannot 36 

exceed 2.5 and (7) no values below 0 or above 2 are allowed for C. If a parameter set did not 37 



fulfil these constraints it was rejected and a new parameter set was generated. Each 1 

parameter set was used to run both model A and B. In this supplement, model. A refers to 2 

the model accounting for lateral snow transport while B refers to the standard model 3 

approach.  4 

Results and discussion 5 

The results of model A and B using the parameter sets derived from the Monte Carlo 6 

simulations are shown in Fig. 1. The x-axis of a) refers to the Kling-Gupta-Efficiency regarding 7 

discharge and b) shows the behaviour of the models with respect to snow accumulation. 8 

While both models perform similarly well regarding runoff model B generates “snow towers” 9 

of up to 2400 mm SWE by the end of the modelled time series. The vast majority of 10 

realizations of model A show accumulations equal or less than 500 mm SWE. 11 

In Fig. 2 the generated delta values of all varied parameters are plotted against the model 12 

efficiency regarding discharge. The parameter DU (Fig. 2 a, b) clearly is the most sensitive 13 

parameter, followed by DL (Fig. 2 c, d) and TPS (Fig. 2 e, f). No clear conclusions can be made 14 

from the other parameters. Due to accounting for snow transport to lower grid cells model A 15 

is able to compensate for low DU values. Model B does not have this ability and consequently 16 

the best results are achieved using values of DU that are higher than the optimized DU values 17 

of model A. Since DL is most important in the accumulation season it has less influence on 18 

the behaviour of both models. Interestingly both model A and B perform better the lower 19 

the value of DL and the higher the value of TPS. Consequently both models perform best if 20 

the amount of snow during the accumulation season is high. 21 

The red triangles in Fig. 2 refer to the parameter sets found by the calibration using 22 

Rosenbrock’s optimization routine. One has to keep in mind that this routine searches for a 23 

local optimum. Beginning with a parameter set well suited for the use in model A it might 24 

not find the globally best parameter set for model B and vice versa. This shows the 25 

limitations of a local optimization function. For further work, the use of a global optimization 26 

function should be considered. One has to keep in mind however that the optimal 27 

parameter set cannot be determined by Fig. 2. A six-dimensional matrix would be needed for 28 

that. 29 

Kling et al., (2006) derived values for day degree rates for Austria from the mean radiation 30 

index, the aspect, slope and elevation on a 1 x 1 km raster. They reported a range for DL of 31 

1.2 to 2.2 and for DU for 2.0 to 3.0 mm °C-1 d-1. These values might be interpreted as 32 

physically derived and therefore considered as realistic values for day degree parameter 33 

values. Most modellers, however, would tend to use higher values at least for DU. Model A 34 

allows the modeller to use DU values within or close to the range proposed by Kling et al., 35 

(2006), while model B lead to the best results if higher and therefore unrealistic DU values 36 

are used. 37 
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Table 3: Minimum and maximum values of the parameters found by the calibration using a 1 

Rosenbrock’s automated optimization routine. 2 

 DL DU TPR TPS NVAR C 

Minimum 0.27 1.11 0.0 -3.25 0.01 0.2 

Maximum 1.45 5.79 1.37 -2.8 1.54 1.2 

 3 

  4 



 1 

Figure 12. Performance of model A and B regarding discharge (a) and snow accumulation at 2 

the end of the modelled time series (b). While both model A and B perform similar with 3 

respect to runoff, in most of the model realizations of model A no extensive accumulation of 4 

snow can be observed whereas model B leads to snow accumulations of up to 2400 mm 5 

SWE. 6 
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 1 

Figure 13: Sensitivity of the varied parameters. Model A is able to compensate for low values 2 

of the snow melt factor (a) while model B is not (b). The other parameters tested in this 3 

study seem to have less an effect on the model efficiency. The red triangles refer to the 4 

parameter set found by the calibration using Rosenbrock’s optimization routine. 5 
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